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1. Assemble the components shown in the diagram.
2. Connect the parts as indicated by the arrows.
3. Ensure all connections are secure.
4. Review the final assembly to confirm all parts are correctly attached.

Legend:
- 1x: One piece
- 1x: One piece
- 1x: One piece

1:1 Scale Model
WIN LEGO® PRODUCTS
We would like to know what you think about our new LEGO® product. If you could help us by answering a few questions you are in with a chance of winning an exciting LEGO prize. It will only take you about 3 minutes! Log on to the web address below for further instructions.
We would really like to hear what you think about your new LEGO product. If you'd like to help us, go to the web address below for further instructions.

www.acnielsen.aim.dk/LEGO